FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
McMahon Associates, Inc. Announces Elevation of
Anton K. Kuhner, P.E. to Associate of the Firm
FORT WASHINGTON, PA, April 6, 2021 – McMahon Associates, Inc., a transportation engineering and planning
firm, is pleased to announce the elevation of Anton K. Kuhner, P.E. to Associate of the firm. This honor is in
recognition by McMahon’s Board of Directors for his overall leadership and the innovative contributions he has
made over the last 23 years he has been with the firm. Anton’s development and continued growth of the firm’s
industry-leading, traffic signal and curb ramp programs, along with spearheading over $22 million in successful
grant acquisition for projects, has helped propel McMahon’s stellar reputation with its clients and teaming
partners.
Associates’ names are synonymous with McMahon Associates, Inc., and an indication and recognition of the
firm’s next generation of top leadership. Associates are viewed by the McMahon Board of Directors as key
contributors and partners in the company’s present and future success, individuals who effectively advocate and
lead company programs and policies, and employees who have the presence and leadership capabilities that
inspire and instill confidence in staff and clients.
Anton is a Senior Project Manager, and the Regional Service Leader for Signals in the Mid-Atlantic Region. In this
role, he is responsible for oversight of traffic signal design, signal warrant analysis and capacity analysis for the
region’s municipal and public sector (Department of Transportation) projects. Anton has personally overseen
the design of over 15,000 ADA Compliant Curb Ramp Designs, and has led key projects including the Passyunk
Avenue Corridor Improvement and Allegheny/Olney/Erie Avenue Corridor Safety projects in Philadelphia, signal
system implementations for Five Corridors/SAMI Improvement Final Design for PennDOT District 6-0 that
ungraded 79 intersections in Philadelphia and Bucks County, PA, Red Light Enforcement Programs in
Philadelphia, Anne Arundel and Prince George Counties in Maryland. He has also been the Traffic Engineer for
more than 10 years in Hatfield Township in Montgomery County, PA.
Anton holds Professional Engineer registrations in Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware. He also has a Level II
Certification for the International Municipal Signal Association as a Work Safety Specialist and Traffic Signal
Technician. Anton has been a featured speaker at numerous industry presentations including the Penn State
Transportation Engineering & Safety Conference, TMA Bucks, and the WalkWorks Active Transportation Plans &
Policies Conference. He is also a former member of the Warrington Township Planning Commission and a Board
Member and Tournament Director for the Horsham Soccer Association.
“In a year that has seen tremendous challenges, it is exciting to look to the future of our firm and the promotion
of a deserving employee to a new Associate of our firm,” said Joseph DeSantis, P.E., PTOE, President and CEO of
McMahon Associates, Inc. “Anton has always been a great contributor to our firm. His insight into the early
adoption of ADA standards for curb ramp implementations led to one of the largest market expansions that our
firm has ever initiated at a critical time in the recession of 2008, and one that continues to grow today. His
leadership of the Signals Division has given us the opportunity to lead large signal improvement projects across
all of our regions and bring safe and optimized traffic flow to the communities that we serve. Our Associates are
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truly dedicated and are thought leaders at McMahon. It gives me, and the Board of McMahon, great pleasure to
include Anton in the top-tier ranks of our leadership at the firm to help us continue looking forward for future
success.”
About McMahon Associates, Inc.
Since 1976, McMahon Associates, Inc. has specialized in delivering innovative engineering, planning, design and
technological transportation solutions to our clients. We have built trusting and lasting relationships by
satisfying, and often surpassing, the needs of both governmental and private sector clients. We provide services
for transportation projects from planning, to design and permitting, through construction. With more than 200
dedicated professionals in 15 offices along the East Coast, McMahon has the talent, ability and expertise to
address any transportation assignment. For more information visit www.mcmahonassociates.com.
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